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Meeting Dates

•Next meeting:
October 28th

•November 18th

•December 2nd

•December 16th



Mystery Book Bag #1

• Main character has a photographic 
memory 

• Understands quantum physics

• Happiest moments are spent in your 
room with your computer, not hanging 
out with other people

• He is homeschooled and has finished 
college, but has trouble communicating 
with his peers

• He is a 14-year-old with Asperger's 
syndrome



Mystery Book Bag #1 Winner

• Title: Mindblind

• Author: Jennifer Roy

• Winner:

Meiling Liknes



• Trilogy filled with danger and deceit and 
hidden identities 

• Four orphans are recruited to compete for 
the role of a prince

• A nobleman of the court devises a cunning 
plan to find an impersonator of the king's 
long-lost son 

• A defiant boy named Sage

• He must be chosen to play the prince or he 
will certainly be killed

Mystery Book Bag #2



Mystery Book Bag #2 Winners

• Title: The False Prince

• Author: Jennifer A. Nielsen

• Winners: 

• Anika Voss
• Heather Dominguez
• Meiling Likness
• Adeline Gan



Mystery Book Bag #3
• Once the western United States is now home to 

the Republic

• A nation perpetually at war with its neighbors

• A fifteen-year-old girl is a prodigy being groomed 
for success in the Republic's highest military 
circles

• A fifteen-year-old boy is the country's most 
wanted criminal.

• Girl’s brother is murdered and the boy becomes 
the prime suspect

• The boy is in a race for his family's survival 

• The girl seeks to avenge her brother's death



The Seer of Shadows
• Author: Avi

• Historical fiction

• Photographer Horace Carpetine is 
commissioned to do a portrait for society 
matron Mrs. Frederick Von Macht; however, 
the photos evoke both the image and the ghost 
of the Von Macht's dead daughter, Eleanora, 
who has returned to seek vengence on those 
who killed her. 

• http://safeshare.tv/w/LNlPBQdmyi

http://safeshare.tv/w/LNlPBQdmyi


Benjamin Franklinstein Meets Thomas Deadison

• Author: Matthew McElligott and Larry Tuxbury

• Fantasy

• Ben and Victor must stop a mysterious light bulb 
company from brainwashing Philadelphia

• First in a series



Edgar Allan Poe’s Tales of Mystery and 
Madness

• Author: Edgar Allan Poe

• Short stories and poems

• Presents color-illustrated renditions of four of Edgar 
Allan Poe's horror tales, including "The Black Cat," 
"The Masque of the Red Death," "Hop-Frog," and 
"The Fall of the House of Usher." 



Guys Read: Thriller

• Edited by Jon Scieszka

• Short stories

• A collection of short fiction mysteries and 
thrillers, with selections by Gennifer Choldenko, 
Jarrett J. Krosoczka, Matt de la Peña, and others. 



Darkside
• Author: Tom Becker

• Fantasy

• Jonathan Starling's father is in an asylum and his 
home has been attacked when, while running 
away from kidnappers, he stumbles upon 
Darkside, a terrifying and hidden part of London 
ruled by the descendants of Jack the Ripper, 
where Jonathan is in mortal danger if he cannot 
find the way out. 

• First in a series



Night School

• Author: C. J. Daugherty

• Mystery/Romance

• After her third arrest in one year, sixteen-year-
old Allie's parents send her to Cimmeria
Academy, a boarding school, where she finds 
herself exposing the dark secrets of the school 
and her classmates. 



Drink, Slay, Love

• Author: Sarah Beth Durst

• Fantasy

• After sixteen-year-old vampire Pearl Sange is 
stabbed through the heart by a were-unicorn, 
she develops non-vampire-like traits that lead 
her to save her high school classmates from 
the Vampire King of New England. 



Lockdown
• Author: Alexander Gordon Smith

• Science fiction

• When fourteen-year-old Alex is framed for 
murder, he becomes an inmate in the 
Furnace Penitentiary, where brutal inmates 
and sadistic guards reign, boys who 
disappear in the middle of the night 
sometimes return weirdly altered, and 
escape might just be possible. 

• First in a series



Bad Girls Don’t Die

• Author: Katie Alender

• Realistic

• When fifteen-year-old Lexi's younger sister Kasey 
begins behaving strangely and their old Victorian 
house seems to take on a life of its own, Lexi 
investigates and discovers some frightening facts 
about previous occupants of the house, leading her 
to believe that many lives are in danger. 

• First in a series



The Forest of Hands and Teeth

• Author: Carrie Ryan

• Fantasy

• Through twists and turns of fate, orphaned Mary 
seeks knowledge of life, love, and especially 
what lies beyond her walled village and the 
surrounding forest, where dwell the 
unconsecrated, aggressive flesh-eating people 
who were once dead. 

• First in a series



What Are You Reading?

• What books do you recommend?

• What kept your attention?


